
Pizza restaurant 

In our pizza restaurant there were four tables and a kitchen. At first we went into the 

restaurant and ordered drinks. In our group Eva was the waitress and Kara was the 

chef. Then all of us ordered the pizzas and Eva brought the pizza to the table. Then 

we ordered the dessert and thrn the lesson was over. We found the pizza restaurant 

was very good! 

Elly, Eva and Kara  

 

Our pizza restaurant 

First I was the waiter. Then I was a guest. On Thursday the seventh of March we ate 

pizza in our classroom. We ordered pizza from a real pizza restaurant and then we 

brought corn, tuna, olives and many other things. 

WILLI and OSKAR 

 

Our Pizza Restaurant 

Our restaurant was called Batman. The cook in our group was Felix. The first waiter 

was Rio and the second one was Niklas. Rio brought peppers, Niklas brought 

shrimps, Felix and Jonas brought fruit juice. Adrian and Dominik brought sausages. 

Anton brought a single onion The pizza was very good. For dessert we had apple pie 

and brownies. In the end it was very good. 

Felix, Rio 

 

The Pizza Restaurant 

Our restaurant was very exciting. Constantin and Oskar were the waiters. Willi and 

Simon were the cooks. Leo and Leon came to visit the restaurant. On the menu were 

very good pizzas. The pizza was very good. The visitors were very happy about our 

restaurant. The dessert was very good, it was an apple pie or a brownie.    

By Simon, Constantin and Leon 

 

Story of our pizza restaurant 

The restaurant was good, we ordered pizza and it came after 15 minutes. It was very 

loud, because it was a small restaurant. The pizza was very good! The drinks and 

desserts were also good. We sat next to the window between two tables. The kitchen 

was small with lots of foods and drinks. The menu was beautiful. We played memory 

while we were waiting for the pizza. It was strange that the waiter and the chef sat on 

our table.  

Clara, Carla 



Our Pizza restaurant 

When we went to the restaurant, they were really friendly. There were so many 

people and we took a seat near the window. The waitress came to us and asked us 

what we wanted to drink. When the drinks arrived, she asked us what we wanted to 

eat. The food came very quickly and we enjoyed the meal. 

Franziska, Bernadette  

 

The Pizza Restaurant 

In the beginning we made our classroom into a pizza restaurant. We made a kitchen 

with 4 tables. Then the janitor brought us the pizza. After that we ordered the pizza. 

The kids in the kitchen put ham, corn, pepper, olives or salami on the pizza. The 

pizza was good. For dessert we had a brownie and an apple pie. It was fun.  

Viola, Ilvy  

 

Pizza restaurant 

In our pizza restaurant Amelie was the waitress. Viola was the cook and she made 

good food. Amelie brought the apple juice and Livija brought the corn. Berni brought 

the orange juice. Ilvy brought the wild berry syrup. At the end we ate a brownie. 

Amelie and Livija  

 

The Pizza Restaurant  

                                                                                                                                                                  

                   

The pizza restaurant was very good. I liked the pizza with onion and ham. It was 

delicious. Jonas picked the pizza with corn, and no garlic, but he got a garlic pizza 

with corn. He was very angry. The waiter traded the garlic pizza with a normal corn 

pizza and then gave the right one. They had apple juice, orange juice and berry sirup. 

Jonas picked the orange juice and I wanted the berry sirup.  

I rate the pizza restaurant 4 of 5 stars and Jonas gave it 3 of 5 stars. 

Jonas, Anton 


